INTRODUCTION
Many of the energetic particles observed upstream of Earth's bow shock are believed to be accelerated locally, either by the shock itself or by wave-particle interactions. Lin et al. [1974] reported on 30-100 keV protons and suggested they were accelerated by waves on field lines connected to the shock. Gosling et al. [1978] noted two distinct populations of low energy ions: the diffuse population, which has a broad angular distribution and relatively fiat energy spectrum, and the less common reflected population, which streams away from the shock and is restricted to energies <•10 keV and which probably represents solar wind ions accelerated by interaction with the shock [Sonnerup, 1969; Paschmann et al., 1980] . Scholer et al. [1979] studied upstream protons of energies 28-145 keV and concluded that they are the high-energy tail of the diffuse population.
Energetic (<30 keV) electrons in the upstream region were first noted by Fan et al. [1964] and were studied in more detail by Anderson [ 1968 Anderson [ , 1969 . Recent results [Anderson et al., 1979] suggest that these electrons are produced in a limited region near the point at which the interplanetary magnetic field is tangent to the shock surface.
Because energetic particles are produced in the magnetosheath and the magnetosphere as well as upstream of the bow shock, it is important to distinguish particles that originate in the magnetosheath or magnetosphere and subsequently propagate into the upstream region from particles that are accelerated by the shock or by upstream waves. Sarris et al. [1976] and Krimigis et al. [1978] reported observations of >290 keV protons and >220 keV electrons in the upstream region and suggested that their source lies within the magnetosphere. In a study "of 40 keV to 2 MeV electrons in the magnetosheath and upstream, Formisano [ 1979a] One possible contributor to the upstream population of energetic electrons is the permanent layer of energetic electrons which lies adjacent to the magnetopause in the magnetosheath. This layer has been observed adjacent to the high latitude dayside magnetopause at energies >18 keV Anderson, 1970, 1975] , above the polar cap at energies >40 keV [Domingo et al., 1977] , and about the circumference of the distant magnetotail at energies >200 keV Stone, 1977a, 1978] . Although the intensity of electron bursts within the layer varies greatly, elevated fluxes are almost continually observed on virtually every passage through the layer. In the distant magnetotail, the layer forms an annulus of thickness -•3 Re about the magnetopause. In this region the electrons stream intensely tailward and may transport as much as 10 •8 ergs/s of energy [Baker and Stone, 1977b; Stone et al., 1978] . Because the layer lies predominantly outside the magnetopause, where the field lines are open to the interplanetary medium, it is quite possible that some layer particles would propagate into interplanetary space.
The present report examines in detail the properties and the transport of energetic electrons in the outer magnetosheath as well as in the upstream region using >200 keV electron data collected by IMP 8 over a period of nearly 4 years. These data provide strong evidence that the high energy component of upstream electrons is closely related to the magnetopause electron layer. DATA In the wide-geometry mode, the EIS responds to > 1 MeV protons as well as to >200 keV electrons. Consequently, periods during which an enhanced intensity level of energetic protons was present (as determined from EIS observations in the narrow-geometry mode) as well as periods during which the >200 keV electron background due to flare particles or Jovian electrons exceeded 0.1 (cm 2 s sr) -• were not included in the analysis. This resulted in the exclusion of approximately 50% of the available data.
For the purpose of this study, the streaming anisotropy was characterized by a vector which has GSE components 
UW where F is net streaming flux, U is density, and W is particle velocity. In fact, for first order anisotropies, for which the angular distribution f(0) has the form afrO) = f0(1 + s e' cos 0)
where f0 is the omnidirectional intensity divided by 4•r, the value of s e calculated from (1) and (2) can be shown to equal exactly the value s e' appearing in (4). However, for many of the electron bursts in the upstream region, the angular distribution is highly collimated (s e • 1) and cannot be expressed in first order form. In such cases, the value of anisotropy s e given by (1) and (2) Data collected during the period mentioned above were used to assemble two large data sets upon which much of this report is based. The first data set, which will be referred to as the upstream data set, consists of 347,561 samples of energetic electron intensities and angular distributions (18-s averages centered 82 s apart) and magnetic field vectors (15-s average closest to the corresponding electron observation) observed in the upstream region over the entire range of the IMP 8 orbit from the dawn to the dusk bow shock. The second data set, which will be called the shock data set, partially overlaps the first and includes a total of 46,203 electron and field observations in the vicinity of the dawn bow shock from 12 hours before till 12 hours after the shock crossing. When multiple shock crossings occurred, data collected between the first and the last crossing were not considered. For both data sets, the times of shock crossings were determined separately on each orbit from an examination of the magnetic field data.
In this report, the term 'intensity,' denoted by j, refers (when not otherwise qualified) to the integral directional intensity of >200 keV electrons averaged over the spin The average magnetopause [Formisano et al., 1979] and bow shock [Formisano, 1979b] are also shown. The intensity of the energetic electron bursts, shown in the top panel of Figure 1 , is extremely variable, often changing by more than a factor of 10 on a time scale of minutes. Below the intensity plot, the anisotropy vector is plotted for each observation above an intensity threshold of 0.5 (cm 2 s st) -•. Below this threshold, which corresponds to ---15 total counts, the calculated anisotropy becomes progressively less significant due to poor statistics. For the period shown, the anisotropy is typically ---1.0 to 1.6, and the direction of streaming is generally sunward along the Parker spiral field. At the lower right of Figure 1 , the angular distribution observed during the particularly intense burst near 0710 is plotted (sunward down), along with the simultaneously observed magnetic field vector. The streaming is seen to be field aligned and highly anisotropic (•---1.6), with almost no backscattered (earthward-moving) particles present.
The general characteristics of energetic electron bursts in the upstream region are summarized in Figure 2 , which presents frequency of occurrence histograms of >200 keV electron intensity, anisotropy, and streaming direction for the upstream data set described in the previous section. The latter two histograms include only samples for which the intensity was ->1 (cm 2 s st) -•, so that the background contribution could be neglected, and for which the field lay Figure 3 shows. This feature, which is common to many upstream particle species, appears because, for a nominal Parker spiral field, points duskward of the Earth-sun line often are not connected to the bow shock along the magnetic field line. Aside from the dawn-dusk asymmetry, no dependence of bursts upon location is evident in Figure 3 . In fact, bursts do exhibit an additional dependence upon geometry, more restrictive than simple connection to the shock. To demonstrate this dependence it is necessary to introduce a new coordinate system.
GIPM COORDINATES
The greatest likelihood of observing a >200 keV electron burst occurs on those interplanetary field lines that penetrate most deeply into the magnetosheath. To demonstrate this geometric effect, a new coordinate system, called geocentric interplanetary medium (GIPM) coordinates, was developed which is more convenient for mapping interplanetary field lines into the magnetosheath than more commonly used coordinate systems. The GIPM system is obtained by rotating the GSE system about the X axis in such a way that two conditions are satisfied: (1) Based upon the equality of spectral indices for layer and upstream electrons, upon the similarity of the total layer and the total upstream flow of >200 keV electrons, and upon the dependence of upstream bursts on field geometry, it is concluded that energetic electron bursts in the upstream region occur on the sunward extension of the field lines adjacent to the magnetopause which thread the magnetopause electron layer and that the upstream bursts are supplied by the same source that supplies the layer. should be possible to observe these electrons streaming toward the shock in the outer magnetosheath. In a previous report [Bieber and Stone, 1979 ] electron data for a single traversal of the magnetosheath were presented which showed that the streaming direction shifts from tailward in the magnetopause electron layer to dawnward in the outer magnetosheath and finally to sunward in the upstream region. With the aid of the shock data set described above, this result will now be shown to be characteristic of the nearly 4 years of IMP 8 data used in this study. It will be demonstrated that >200 keV electrons in the outer magnetosheath generally stream toward the shock and, furthermore, that the average net flow toward the shock equals almost exactly the net flow away from the shock observed in the upstream region. Figure 6 shows segments of the IMP 8 trajectory on 44 orbits for the 12-hour interval before crossing the dawn shock (upper graphs) and the 12-hour interval after crossing the dawn shock (lower graphs). For the plots on the left, the spacecraft position has been rotated into the ecliptic plane. The average shock and magnetopause are also shown, though the actual shock crossing was determined separately on each orbit from the magnetic field data. These plots show that the shock data set consists predominantly of data collected tailward of Earth (XGsE '• --5 to --20 Re) over a wide range of displacements from the ecliptic plane (ZGsE •' --25 to +25 Re). Typically, the shock is crossed at about XosE •' -13 Re, somewhat tailward of the point of maximum electron flow (-•--8 Re) noted in connection with Figure 5 . Bursts in the outer dusk magnetosheath will not be considered here, because they are observed far less frequently than bursts on the dawn side.
TRANSPORT OF ELECTRONS THROUGH THE

MAGNETOSHEATH
The properties of >200 keV electron bursts in the outer magnetosheath are summarized in Figure 7 , which presents frequency of occurrence histograms of intensity, anisotropy, and streaming direction for only the 3-hour interval before the shock crossing. As in Figure 2 (cm 2 s sr) -1, corresponding to -•-88 total counts, there is a 47% probability that an isotropic distribution will yield an anisotropy • > 0.2 due to statistics [Marshall, 1977] . However, even though the streaming direction derived for an individual sample is rather uncertain, the distribution of streaming directions exhibited in Figure 7 indicates that there is a statistically significant average flow direction.
To characterize the average transport of >200 keV electrons across the bow shock, the data acquired during the 12-hour periods before and after the shock crossing were Figure 8 , the streaming is predominantly tailward with a small dawnward component. This is similar to the streaming direction observed in the dawn magnetopause electron layer , which results from the draping of magnetic field lines over the magnetosphere. As the bow shock is approached, the streaming vector gradually shifts to the dawnward direction, then becomes sunward along the general Parker spiral direction in the upstream region. This shift of streaming direction through the magnetosheath and across the shock is qualitatively similar to the shift of the magnetic field azimuth in these regions that is predicted by gasdynamic theory [Alksne, 1967] .
The streaming data presented in Figure 8 support the interpretation that the source of upstream electrons lies in the inner magnetosheath or the magnetosphere. An additional implication of this interpretation is that the net flow of electrons toward the shock in the magnetosheath should equal the observed net flow away from the shock in the upstream region. The net flow F of particles along the field line is F = 4•/3. However, because the field changes direction at the shock, it is the component of F along the shock normal which should be continuous across the shock. Thus, if the shock is not a source for these electrons, then the quantity F cos ,/ where ,/ is the angle between the streaming direction and the shock normal, should be the same in the magnetosheath as it is upstream. vector average is significantly lower than the average of the magnitudes of the anisotropies. However, since flux is a vector quantity, a vector average is appropriate for determining the average net flux in a given direction. Figure 9 shows that the average electron intensity and anisotropy both change abruptly at the shock. Relative to the corresponding magnetosheath values, the upstream intensity is reduced by a factor of ---10 and the upstream anisotropy is enhanced by a similar factor. The sudden drop in intensity may be simply explained in terms of the sudden change in magnetic field magnitude at the shock. To show this, it will be assumed that pitch angle scattering in the upstream region is negligible and that the change in field at the shock is gradual enough that sin 20/B is conserved, where 0 is pitch angle and B is field magnitude. If the magnetosheath particle distribution is approximated by an isotropic phase space density fo, then, according to Liouville's theorem, the up- shock is much stronger evidence for a magnetosheath source than is the simple fact that the intensity is higher in the magnetosheath. Although a higher intensity observed in some region suggests that the region may be nearer the source, it is only through a calculation of the net flux that the source location can be definitely established. For example, if, in the calculation above, the intensity in the magnetosheath had been only twice the upstream intensity, then, as a result of the much larger anisotropies seen upstream, the upstream flux would have been substantially larger than the magnetosheath flux. It would then have been necessary to conclude that the shock is a major source of these particles, even though a greater intensity is observed in the magnetosheath. The observation that the net fluxes in the magnetosheath and upstream are, in fact, equal demonstrates conclusively that it is the magnetosheath population of energetic electrons that supplies the upstream bursts.
MEAN FREE PATH OF >200 KEV ELECTRONS IN THE OUTER MAGNETOSHEATH
The nearly isotropic angular distributions observed in the outer magnetosheath differ markedly from the collimated ones observed upstream, as illustrated in 
DISCUSSION
The >200 keV electrons studied in this report are unrelated to the 1.5 to > 16 keV electrons studied by Anderson et al. [1979] . These lower energy electrons are observed in thin sheets just downstream of interplanetary field lines that are tangent to the bow shock, and are believed to be solar wind electrons accelerated by an interaction with the bow shock. The dependence of these shock-associated electrons upon field geometry differs radically from the dependence of the >200 keV electrons, which flow across the shock near the dawn meridian and emerge onto interplanetary field lines that normally intersect the shock at an angle around 90 ø . Considerable evidence has been presented here to show that the >200 keV electrons are not shock-associated, but rather that they originate downstream of the shock and are probably related to the magnetopause electron layer.
The existence of two distinct sources complicates the interpretation of upstream energetic electron data. The results presented here show that >200 keV shock-accelerated electrons, if they exist at all, are very small in number compared to >200 keV electrons that originate downstream, although Anderson et al. [1979] A principal conclusion of this report is that the upstream energetic electrons are closely related to those in the permanent layer of energetic electrons adjacent to the magnetopause. Upstream bursts are far more sporadic and infrequent than bursts in the layer, but this is principally due to the fact that for most interplanetary field configurations, a spacecraft in the upstream region is not favorably connected to the inner magnetosheath along the field line, an effect than can be quantified with the aid of the GIPM coordinate system. Upstream bursts are most frequently observed at YGIPM < 0 on field lines with small values of IZGIPMI. These field lines probe deeply into the magnetosheath and are most probably the sunward extension of the field lines threading the magnetopause electron layer.
Quantitative support for these conclusions was obtained with the aid of average values of net flux obtained from nearly 4 years of data. In the outer magnetosheath the component of net flux normal to the bow shock is directed toward the shock and is nearly equal in magnitude to the net normal flux away from the shock in the adjacent upstream region. In addition, the total number of >200 keV electrons streaming away from Earth in the upstream region accessible to IMP 8 is --•2.7 x 102ø/s, which corresponds to a total average energy flow --• 1.6 x 10 TM ergs/s. This figure is typical of the total energy transported tailward by >200 keV electrons in the magnetopause electron layer [Baker and Stone, 1977b ].
